Dear Secret Service!
We are very glad to see you here in Russia. Russian fans have dreamed of this for a
very long time. We can assure you that Secret Service is still loved in our country,
both by old fans and by younger listeners who have quite recently discovered this
band.
While collecting and generalizing information about the band, we still have several
blanks in Secret Service's history. And so we'd be very grateful to you if you could
answer a few questions. It won't take much time; and it would be very nice for us
to obtain first-hand information.
1. Have you ever been to our country or is it your first visit to Russia?
2. Many fans are wondering why records of Secret Service have not been rereleased since a very long time ago. For example, the albums Ye Si Ca, Cutting
Corners and Jupiter Sign have never been released on CD. Do you have any plans
to re-release the main six albums on CD in the future? And what do you think
about the idea of creating a compilation CD with rare non-album tracks and maxisingle mixes?
3. The author of the lyrics on Secret Service's early albums is Björn Håkanson.
Who is he? Was it perhaps a pseudonym of Ola Håkansson?
4. According to unofficial Secret Service's discography from the web, the Spanish
and Latin American releases have a number of interesting peculiarities. Were there
Spanish-language versions of at least some of Secret Service's songs?
5. What are the other members of the original Secret Service line-up (Leif
Johansson, Leif Paulsen, Tonny Lindberg) currently up to? Do you keep in touch
with them?
6. Question for Tim Norell. What's the reason you never appeared on album
covers, TV performances and video clips?
7. What does Ye Si Ca mean?
8. What Secret Service's songs are your most favourite?
Thanks!
With the best wishes,
Russian Secret Service fans
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